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THE LATEST ON UNITED PIPING INC. ACTIVITIES

New UPI Division: Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD)
We mentioned in the last issue of Piping Hot
News the addition of a new division for UPI –
the Horizontal Directional Drilling division. You
may recall this line of work, its people, and
equipment was acquired from an established
utility contractor out of Rice Lake, Wisconsin.
These talented and hardworking individuals
hit the ground running on April 14th, the very
same day UPI acquired the division, and they
have hardly stopped to take a breath since.
Under the leadership of HDD General Manager
Dan Baillargeon, the core HDD group has
worked with the rest of the UPI team to
overcome many obstacles encountered when
starting up a new division. This includes
countless hours working with our Safety
group, Asset Management group, Accounts
Payable, and Payroll. Jon Hillman and Bill
Lagios have been working with Dan for several
years and made the move to UPI at the same
time. Without their highly skilled leadership,
long hours working with our drill teams, and
commitment to the safety of our teams in
the field this transition would not have been
possible or as successful as it has been.
To help integrate this HDD team into the UPI
culture, Carolyn Dodge and Dan Murphy have
been working with the division since day one.
Carolyn brings a breadth of project experience

along with a sweeping knowledge of the
operations in all areas of UPI. Dan Murphy
has extensive experience supporting UPI crews
with his impressive background of work in the
field of safety.
UPI’s first HDD division project takes place on
the Sunoco Mariner East PPE1 line working
for Welded Construction. This 20” gas line
located in southwest Pennsylvania includes
7 horizontal directional bores ranging from
600’ to 2400’ in length. We currently have all
HDD rigs running simultaneously as of May
15th, when the division added their third crew.
Each crew is comprised of a foreman and
about 8 – 10 hands per crew. When asked
about some of our recent successes, Carolyn
was happy to report that one drill team had
just pulled their first pipe through on June
8th and a second drill team pulled their pipe
through on June 17th. These pipe pullbacks
are huge milestones in the HDD world as they
mark the successful completion of a site. The
experienced management of Dan Baillargeon,
Bill Lagios, and Jon Hillman has been critical
to their success, but Dan Baillargeon adds
that Carolyn has been an irreplaceable and
welcome addition to this team.
There was one particular especially
challenging bore where the crew encountered

an abandoned mine shaft partway through,
which created complications and challenges,
not least of which was the loss of the returns.
Returns are the liquids we inject into the bore
to lubricate the drill path and carry displaced
soils back to the surface. This solution is
typically caught and reused throughout the
boring process. However, due to the extensive
depth of the mine shafts, all of this solution
is being lost, requiring thousands of gallons
of water to be trucked in daily. There is no
clear way of estimating how much water will
ultimately be needed to sustain the bore.
One of the more interesting aspects of this
type of work is the fact that everything is
new to UPI – the people, the terminology, the
equipment – it is all markedly different than
the integrity and station work that has been
UPI’s bread and butter for the majority of its
20-year history.
When asked if there was anything in particular
to note about this project and its crews,
Carolyn said without hesitation, “They work
their butts off, covered in mud, for very long
hours, 7 days a week. I have had a great time
welcoming these people to our UPI team – we
have some real rock stars in these ranks.”
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MEL’S MESSAGE
including UPI in the call out work for the DAPL
project at station locations throughout Iowa and
South Dakota!
Clay and the CP Team have picked up work
and are ramping up and set to work in multiple
states.
It’s very nice to see the Fabrication Team
buzzing with the TCPL work and other projects.
This is an area of our organization that has
potential to grow.
The Line 5 Hydrotest is near complete with
the second line coming up to test likely the
end of this week. My hats off to this team of
professionals executing in a politically charged
environment!
The Pigging Modification Project is kicking off
soon with shop fabrication underway. This is a
project that I can tell already will be executed
well, as I have witnessed the level of the
planning effort.

Introduction
I write this as our team is participating in
a press conference event at the APi Group
Headquarters in New Brighton, MN with a
message of support for Enbridge Energy’s Line
3 Replacement Project. The Line 3 Project
has a series of public hearings throughout
June across Minnesota. This is a tremendous
opportunity for us to voice support for the work
we do, the industry we work in, and the amount
of pride we have to feed our families doing
what we love. Let’s all get our voices heard!

Organizational Update
Mike Phinney has joined our team as a Regional
Manager for a new geographic footprint in
Pennsylvania. Mike comes to us most recently
from Charps and brings with him a track record
of building relationships with new clients,
getting work, and successfully executing the
work.
Welcome to UPI!!
We have had a couple of regrettable
departures from our organization recently.
Steve Jackson (Mechanical Superintendent)
and James Pederson (CADD Lead) have left
our organization for greener pastures. We
thank Steve and James for their service to UPI
and wish them the best of luck in their new
endeavors!

I’d like to acknowledge the folks on the TCPL
Zeeland Valve emergency call-out work.
Awesome, timely, and professional. Great job!
Rich Olson and Justin Nos are enjoying the
heat in Cushing, OK and working on the early
construction phase of the C2S project. We are
hopeful that the larger scope of work at Cushing
will go our way.
Nice job to the project team on the Pole Line
projects at the Superior Terminal with a really
solid project close out there. Thanks!
Chicago Region crews are slow to ramp up for
the 2017 season. They are executing well with
the work on hand.
Michigan is ramping down on work in hand,
but remain in strong support for the ongoing CP
Team assistance.
The HDD Division successfully completed its
first pipe pullback and crews are continuing to
work hard on the rest of the crossings.

Future Opportunities
HDD potential for additional projects/crossings
remains high. Nothing officially awarded since
the last newsletter.
We are cautiously optimistic about our proposal
for the NEXUS meter stations (3 stations). This
is Ohio/Michigan area work.

Operations Update

We have proposed on four EFRD projects. We
should be hearing back on this one shortly.

We owe B&B Electric, Inc. a big thank you for

We are bidding on a nice project for Enbridge
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out in Williston, ND.
I’m optimistic in Williams work in association
with the addition of Mike Phinney and his
developed experience and relationships there.
Buckeye will give us an opportunity to propose
on Broadway II scopes of work. I’m hopeful we
are successful and can prove our capabilities
and this will grow.
Additional opportunities with BP will present
themselves.
We have increased opportunities with Oneok.
We have had a number of opportunities to bid
on work under the Enbridge PCA for facility
work that covers the mid-continent region.
More to come on those results.
We continue to make in-roads with new clients
and have consistent efforts to break through
with Kinder Morgan, Buckeye, Williams,
Marathon, and more.

Safety
As things pick up this time of year with more
and more projects becoming active and we
work toward successful on-time completions,
please stay disciplined to avoid anything
becoming more important than safety. There is
nothing worth doing if we can’t do it safely.
We’ve had some near misses and first aid
incidents recently that involve individual
decisions to take short cuts that compromise
safety. This is disappointing and embarrassing.
NO SHORTCUTS!
Remember that everyone has the responsibility
to stop work if they believe the tasks will result
in an injury. Please speak up and care about the
construction professional working beside you.
No person’s family or loved ones will ever give
you permission to be unsafe!

Values
I had an excellent question at the last town
hall meeting: “What do we say or do if we
are confronted outside of work by someone in
opposition to the work we do in our industry?” I
responded by saying that everyone’s response is
their own; however, my expectation is that our
message or even non-response is aligned with
our values of Integrity, Respect, and Caring in
mind.

Mel Olson, President
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SAFETY CORNER
Heat-Related Illnesses

Think 3 Campaign
Since 2004, 80% of our recordable injuries have resulted in a hand injury or as
the result of unsafe material handling or a slip-trip-fall.

• Hand injury – 30%
• Resulting from unsafe manual material handling – 27%
• Resulting from slip-trip-fall – 23%
The Think 3 campaign was designed to heighten awareness of these areas
through various methods including toolbox talks, posters, and during new
employee training. Several Think 3 toolbox talks have been distributed with
more to come in the near future. Also, the Safety Opportunity form will
change in order to reflect the Think 3 campaign.

From the Field
“I have never worked for a contractor that places so much
emphasis on safety; this should be happening industry wide.”
– Jonathan Crofford

Heatstroke can occur when the ability to sweat fails and
body temperature rises quickly. The brain and vital organs
are effectively “cooked” as body temperature rises to
a dangerous level in a matter of minutes. Heatstroke is
often fatal, and those who do survive may have permanent
damage to their organs.
Someone experiencing heatstroke will have extremely
hot skin and an altered mental state, ranging from slight
confusion to coma. Seizures also can result. Ridding the
body of excess heat is crucial for survival.
• Move the person into a half-sitting position in the
shade
• Call for emergency medical help immediately
• If humidity is below 75%, spray the victim with water
and fan them vigorously; if humidity is above 75%,
apply ice to neck, armpits, or groin
• Do not give aspirin or acetaminophen
• Do not give the victim anything to drink
Heat exhaustion occurs when the body loses an excessive
amount of salt and water. People who work outdoors and
athletes are particularly susceptible.
Symptoms are similar to those of the flu and can include
severe thirst, fatigue, headache, nausea, vomiting, and
sometimes diarrhea. Other symptoms include profuse
sweating, clammy or pale skin, dizziness, rapid pulse and
normal or slightly elevated body temperature.
Uncontrolled heat exhaustion can evolve into heatstroke, so
make sure to treat the victim quickly.
• Move them to a shaded or air-conditioned area
• Give them water or other cool, nonalcoholic beverages
• Apply wet towels or have them take a cool shower

NOTEWORTHY

University of North Dakota
Formula SAE By Kathryn Cooley
UPI recently had the pleasure of meeting a few members of the UND SAE (Society
of Automotive Engineers) team. They traveled to Duluth, MN from Grand Forks, ND
to show off the car they have designed, engineered, and manufactured for the 2017
Formula SAE Collegiate Competition. UPI contributed financially to the team so
they could build the car and cover travel expenses for the competition. We enjoyed
having the team here to visit and answer questions about the car. A few UPI
employees even had the chance to drive it!
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PROJECT UPDATES

CMT Crews
By Paul Bertie

Troy Johnson, Mike Oswskey, Charlie Willis, Chris Kula, Mike Smugala, Bob Humphrey
and Robert Humphrey kicked off the Swartz Crossing Pipe Removal for BP in May. A
third party was developing a piece of property just south of Indianapolis with an idled
12-inch BP pipeline running through the middle of it. Some of the challenges the crew
faced included the coordination with the land development occurring all around the
work site, encountering an unknown pipeline crossing above the pipe to be removed,
and a total removal length that exceeded the estimated length by 30%. Even with these
challenges, the crew finished the project well ahead of schedule. Their performance
made the client and the third party very happy, and strengthened UPI’s position in the
region as the go-to contractor for this type of work.

“I feel proud to have been part of a very professional workforce that takes safety
very seriously. This was a very difficult project, and everyone worked together
great as a team. The final goal of replacing and rerouting a large section of
pipeline was accomplished with no injuries, despite the many hazards that were
part of this project. The project was also completed in a timely manner, despite
the many large rain events.”
- John Sharpe, Utility Inspector, after working with Troy Johnson, Justin Beatty,
Mike Bisping, Roger Conrad, Spencer Jacobson, Chris Kula, Michael McNicholas, Mike Oswskey, John Ryan, Nick Rydman, Justin Stay, and Charlie Willis.

Line 5 Hydro Test
By Cory Halberg

Hydro prep is finished and we are getting ready to hydro test 2 – 20” 4-mile-long sections of pipe, which is expected to be completed in 2 months.
I would like to thank Michelle Ryan, she is the driver of our “Happy Bus” (due to tight site conditions, we are required to have the crew bussed to
site). Michelle is always smiling, cheerful, and willing to help out. Her positive, glass-half-full attitude is contagious! Thank you, Michelle, for being
you!
We are wrapping up the site prep phase of the project and heading full steam ahead into the hydro. Thank you to everyone who has helped make the
site prep successful! It will take a TEAM effort to ensure that the hydro phase is just as, or more successful, than the prep phase.
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Fabrication Shop
By Nate Rickard

The shop is staying busy these days. Some of the work includes
fabricating spool pieces for TransCanada Pigging Mod project
in Washington and Oregon, welding up test pipe and various
spools for Enbridge, and using our plural coating system to coat
all fittings for projects. Thank you to everyone in the Fab Shop
and Painting/Coating Department for helping us reach our critical
deadlines!

Superior Terminal
By Scott Miland

Lower MI and IN
By Joel Bailer

Since our last correspondence we have
been busy. Jim Mitchell rolled back into
Griffith Terminal once again- his mailbox
was still at the end of the driveway. He and
his crew completed work on the tank berms
and fencing and various other projects in
the station, finishing strong, and did a great
job. Isaac Schober has also stepped into a
Foreman’s role. He has started out working
on Restoration sites and also ran through
several AC mitigation sites from last year
and completed the clean-up. He has done
exceptionally well in the short amount of time
he has been in this position. John Mitchell
is continuing to help out with crews and has
been of great help in lining out the crews as
well as stepping in and assisting the newer
foreman. John is a huge asset to our group.
Dan Berg continues to work on the L-62
Idle Project. From handling oil to repainting
stations he has been involved with a large
amount of the project. Dan and his crew have
done great with keeping everything moving.
Medford Caudill and Kendall Pilarski have also
stepped up into Foremen’s roles. They started
Vol. 5 Issue 3

on the L-78 CP repairs and have steadily
plowed through several dozen sites. Many
were difficult due to weather as well as having
limited access to several sites. Currently
Medford and Isaac are on the way down to
assist Rich with some painting down in the
Cushing, OK, Region. We were also brought
in on an emergency dig for Vector Pipeline.
A farmer installing drain tile dug outside of
his cleared area and we were called in to
investigate. The work ended up being a recoat
and we received lots of positive feedback
on our response time and professionalism.
Thanks goes out to Jason Bekkala for getting
the emergency paper work submitted in
minutes. Over in eastern Michigan we have
continued to address the water issues on
Marysville station. A company has been
brought in to inject foam under the slab to stop
water penetration.

The Superior Terminal still has a bit of activity
even after last year’s conclusion of STEP 102.
Within the last couple weeks, both the Pole
Line and Foundation Investigation projects
have successfully completed. The M211
Abandonment project just recently kicked off
again after pausing for the winter months,
and we will also be restarting the Mainline
Relief project soon. Additionally, we have
had some digs and maintenance work
awarded that will span across the terminal.
This work couldn’t have run as smoothly
without the hard work of Rich Oswskey, Nick
Oetterer, Todd Ernst, Chris Lillo, and their
crews.

Also a thank you to all the guys associated
with the Fab Shop who have been building
spool pieces for the L-62 Idle project. Thank
you!
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Pigging Modifications
By Josh Busse

The GTN Line B Pigging Modification Project consists of installing 42” x 48” bi-directional launcher/receivers and station by-passes across ten compressor stations
and one meter station along the GTN Line B system. The purpose of the project is to
enable use of in-line-inspection tools along GTN Line B, rather than inspection using
direct assessment methods. Because we are still in the early stages of this project,
most of the completed work so far has been at the UPI shop location. We have
started shop fabrication with materials received from TransCanada and remaining
materials are being procured. Four way sweeps and potholing at both job sites were
completed last week and mobilization to site will begin in early July.

Cathodic Protection
by Oliver Shimp

JKC: Kinder Morgan Utopia Project
By Matt Ruskosky

The Utopia Project located in Northeastern Ohio is 215 miles of new 12” pipeline
designed to carry an ethane-propane mixture that is primarily used in the creation of
plastics. J Koski Company is subcontracted to BDI, who is the clearing contractor for
the prime contractor, Minnesota Limited. JKC is contracted for transport, placement,
and retrieval of timber mats to and from the mainline Right of Way utilizing our trucks
and forwarders. The team mobilized in early April and is expected to be on site through
July.
The entire JKC team in Ohio has performed flawlessly on this project and all deserve
kudos. Especially our Superintendent Chris Gmahl, who has done an outstanding job of
developing the customer relationship while managing the many moving parts of daily
operations.

Medford Caudill installing anodes

Clay Vest and the rest of the cathodic protection
crews have a busy time ahead of them with
several ongoing projects and many projects soon
to begin. With projects currently underway in
Oklahoma, Illinois, New York, Wisconsin, and
Missouri, the CP division has work scheduled for
many months to come. Clay would like to thank
the CP crew as well as the Enbridge project
management teams from the Chicago region, midcontinental region, the Cushing terminal support
staff, and the entire team at United Piping.
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Check Valve Replacement
By Cory Gestwicki

Special thanks to Superintendent Dave Halberg, Foreman
Scott Marshall, and their crew for providing next day
response to Zeeland, ND to assist with the excavation and
preparation for a 42” check valve replacement. They arrived
prepared to work thanks to the extra efforts of Justin
Dittmar, Greg Helmer, and the warehouse staff in Duluth,
ensuring the crew had all of the necessary equipment
loaded and mobilized in time to arrive the next morning. Because Shop General Foreman Scott Maki and shop personnel accepted delivery and prepared materials for welding
on Sunday, the shop was able to fabricate a replacement
spool piece with no delay. The spool was hydrotested and
returned to the field immediately for installation where the
valve was replaced with the spool, which fit like a glove,
completing the outage in one shift instead of the planned
two. The maintained valve was delivered to the UPI shop
for coating, and the crew will return to re-install the valve
in the next few weeks to complete the project. Thanks to
everybody for working late and cancelling plans that made
this rapid response and flawless work possible!

Cushing Early Construction
By AJ Emanuel

With new crews mobilizing to site each week since the project start of May
15th, things are starting to pick up. Northland has begun construction to
the large laydown area we are building by stripping topsoil and installing
fabric and a top layer. Led by Rich Olson, UPI has continued to hydrovac for
positive identification around the manifold area to be ready for pipe supports and pipe install. Chad Izzard and Sam Anderson lead the pipe crew
and have been busy pre-fabricating for a week to date.
“We would like to recognize the painters, Medford Caudill and Isaac
Schober, for doing great work, and Joel Bailer for helping us out to get
those guys here,” said Rich Olson.

Emergency Fencing
By Colleen Javorina

We wanted to provide a brief follow-up to the emergency fencing work done last month. As you may remember from our previous newsletter, UPI
was brought in last minute to handle some immediate fencing needs for Energy Transfer Partners. This work was awarded to us thanks in large
part to B & B Electric and their good word. We wanted to take a moment to recognize Jim Bailer, Brandon Johnson, Orvie Haugen, Mike Glanville,
Tyler Siegel, and their crews for mobilizing safely and swiftly to the numerous job sites and doing excellent fencing and grading work. ETP was very
pleased with the timing and quality of the work that was done. While we owe a lot of this success to our talented field leaders, UPI would like to
specially thank B & B Electric for spreading the word about our company and allowing us the opportunity to take on challenging, but rewarding jobs
such as these. Thank you to everyone involved in this impressive project!
Vol. 5 Issue 3
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PEOPLE OF UPI
EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT

Kathryn Cooley

Kathryn is originally from Crookston, Minnesota, moved to Duluth to attend UMD, and fell in love
with the city and stayed. She enjoys spending time with her family and friends, creating “Pinterest”
projects, and doing CrossFit.
In 2010, right out of college she came to work at UPI for two days to help Connie Cooley out with
a copy job (most likely a bid or safety manuals) and ended up staying for a few more days, then
weeks, and then months, and has been here now for 7 years.
Kathryn is currently a Project Management Coordinator, working mainly in the Estimating
department. A fun fact about her is that she has gone canyon swinging (yes, insane rope swinging),
skydiving, and Zorbing (pretty much rolling down a hill inside a special transparent plastic orb with
water in it!).
Her favorite thing about UPI is the people. She has had the opportunity to create relationships with
some awesome people and she wouldn’t trade that for anything.

Medford Caudill
Medford is from Stockbridge, Michigan. He is married to Michelle and they have 3 children, Dustin,
Zack, and Aubrey. He enjoys hunting and fishing when time permits as well as playing the banjo
and guitar.
He has been in construction since he was 20 years old. He previously worked at R.L. Coolsaet
Construction Company and has recently worked in the Building and Trades.
Medford is a Laborer and has also been a Foreman for UPI for the last 3 years, working on several
projects including oil pushes, Cathodic Protection jobs, decommissioning, and station demos. He
was dispatched to UPI and never left; he really likes the environment, the people, and the help he
gets and he feels like he is appreciated. This is the first company he has worked for where the
President stopped by the job site to speak to the guys.
His plans for the future are to continue working here and progressing forward with his career.

Rick served in the US Air National Guard - 148th Fighter Wing, Duluth, MN from 1989 to 2010
and achieved the rank of E8 – Senior Master Sergeant. He enlisted the same day the US Military
invaded Panama to oust Noriega. The great unknown was internalized as he read an oath to
“Support and defend the Constitution of the United States of America.”
Initially, he was trained in computer communications. The reality was, it was the infancy of the
Internet he was being trained in, with 50 pound hard drives, , and punch cards for storing data. He
was trained to be holed up in a communications vehicle, typing, coding, addressing, and delivering
encrypted messages via telephone cable anywhere in the world. He later moved into engineering
as that matched closely with the technical training that he was earning in college. He spent 17
years as an Engineering Assistant at the 148th in Duluth where he did a lot of AutoCAD drafting,
old fashioned theodolite surveying, and some GPS work long before it was a common practice. He
participated in projects in Germany, Spain, Israel, Saudi Arabia, the Caribbean, British Columbia,
Alaska, as well as active duty here in Duluth and in Minneapolis after 9/11. Rick officially became
a retired Veteran in 2010, closing an amazing chapter of his life.

FEATURED VETERAN

Rick Tahtinen

Most of his deployments were not in harm’s way. Their primary concern, supporting F-16’s, usually
ensured he was deployed far away from combat situations. He had several short trips to Saudi
Arabia where his team integrated with the active duty Air Force and the Saudi military. As an
Engineering Assistant, his team helped design a highway intersection on the King’s Highway near
Prince Sultan Airbase. “It was a neat engineering experience.”
One of his favorite deployments was to Israel. Being raised a Christian, it brought to life many
stories from the Bible. He was truly amazed by the rich history of Jerusalem.
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PEOPLE OF UPI
EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION
By Josh Purrenhage and Cass Christiansen

Carolyn Dodge

Rick Tahtinen

One of the key personnel operating sometimes behind the scenes
as a Project Engineer with the HDD division is Carolyn Dodge.
Carolyn mobilized at the beginning of this undertaking with a solid
understanding of how UPI operates, how we manage projects,
and a firm knowledge of how to get things done operating within
our standard practices. She has been able to help the entire HDD
workforce (now nearly 40 people) integrate into the UPI way of
doing business. Without Carolyn this transitionary period would
have been a far bumpier road. Her presence has been absolutely
critical to the successes we have seen so far with this potentially
volatile line of work. Carolyn’s specific set of skills and in-depth
knowledge of projects, UPI accounting, field work, the eLEM system,
and many other areas have proven to be an invaluable contribution
to the success of this division. I know she “lives for this s**t,”
but the commitment is no less disruptive to her work/life balance
just because she enjoys working in the field. I would like to thank
Carolyn for all of her hard work, dedication, and some very long
hours. The success we have seen would not have been possible
without her.

Rick started his career performing layout and surveying while serving
our country. His experience while he served includes such diverse
projects as decommissioning radar towers in Alaska to laying out
foundations in Israel. He then went on to do drafting work and piping
layout for BendTec and Potlatch. He went on to receive his Bachelors
in Organizational Management. This led him into Operations at MN
Power. Rick has been with UPI for 3+ years. He has continued on his
path of personal development in that time. He recently completed
his Project Management Professional (PMP) certification, and he is
pursuing a Masters degree at St. Scholastica.
In his free time he enjoys riding his Harley and spending time with his
kids Joanna (17) and Nash (16). He is also a licensed pilot!
I wanted to recognize Rick this newsletter for two primary reasons.
First, I think that he is an underutilized resource. He is available on
projects, not only for scheduling, but surveying/layout and drafting
as well. Secondly, because upon learning that we had an opportunity
in drafting he immediately stepped up to the plate and volunteered
to perform double duty. I want to personally and publicly thank Rick
for that, and to commend him on continuing to lead his individual
development.

NEW EMPLOYEES / NEW POSITIONS
By Lucie Stein-Cartford

Lisa Dahl

Curt Christiansen

A special welcome to Lisa Dahl, who has joined UPI from Torren
Group, JKC’s parent company. Lisa does Accounts Receivable
and has been working hard to close out Torren’s business while
simultaneously learning UPI’s quirks. We’re lucky to have Lisa, and
her work ethic and sense of humor, on our team!

Curt has accepted a new position as the Quality Manager for UPI,
which puts him in charge of a lot of different efforts including revising
and updating our quality plan, overseeing quality assurance and
quality control for our many projects and our shop, and keeping track
of a vast quantity and variety of data and information. We are lucky to
have Curt’s experience and passion in this position!

Abby Loucks

Cory Gestwicki

Abby Louks has also joined us from Torren Group, where she was an
executive assistant. Upon moving to UPI, Abby has jumped into and
embraced a whole new position, that of the Business Development
Administrator. Her expertise ranges from stickers to Photoshop to
marketing, and we’re happy to have her with us!

Randy Krause
Randy has moved into a new position as the Materials Coordinator for
the Fab Shop, where he is responsible for all materials management
in the shop and yard. Randy is highly experienced in fabrication and
material management, and has performed quality control both in the
shop and the field, so he is a very valuable addition to our Fab Shop
team!
Vol. 5 Issue 3

Cory joined UPI as the Project Engineer at the beginning of May, and
brings with him several years of experience working for Lake Superior
Consulting. Cory has worked with Enbridge on several projects,
including Eastern Access and the Griffith Terminal Manifold Expansion.
He came highly recommended by some of our own people, and we are
lucky to have him on our team!

Mike Phinney
Mike has come on board as a Regional Manager out east, where he
will be using contacts and connections gained from many years of
pipeline experience to expand our opportunities in that area. Mike
comes to us from Charps and has wasted no time in getting down to
business. Good to have you, Mike!
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Partnership Training

Intern Introductions

By Lucie Stein-Cartford

By Lucie Stein-Cartford

By the time you read this, we will have completed a very special
training event here in Duluth. On June 20th, we will partner with
our neighbors from the Fond du Lac and Leech Lake Ojibwe tribal
communities to conduct a kind of “pipeline 101” class. Our objective
is to build relationships between our UPI employees and the tribal
communities in our area, and to provide the basic skills needed to
work on pipeline construction jobs. The training will cover the basics
of safety, line location, excavation, blasting, coating, painting, and
backfilling and restoration, and will draw on the immense experience
and knowledge base of our employees to provide the best possible
teaching and experience for our participants. Once the training
is complete, our tribal partners will have the skills necessary to
work on any pipeline construction that takes place on reservation
lands, and to get them started if they want to pursue a career in our
industry. Most importantly, we’ll have created relationships that will
make both partners and community stronger. Thank you to all who
have given their time and talents to planning and executing this
training!

We have a strong crop of interns joining us at UPI this year! Some are
coops, who will be with us for six months in total, and some are interns,
who are spending their summers getting the real UPI experience. They
will benefit enormously from your experience and knowledge, so if you
see them, take the time to say hi and impart some wisdom.

7 Habits of Highly Effective
People
This August, UPI will be partnering with Jamar to bring a very
special training opportunity to the Duluth area. Paul Grunau, the
Chief Learning Officer of APi Group, will be coming up to Duluth
on August 2nd to teach the two-day course “7 Habits of Highly
Effective People” to a mixed group of participants from UPI and
Jamar. This class introduces participants to a personal leadership
development system, which aims to help people get themselves
organized and make more effective priorities and plans in both work
and life. Normally, this class is only offered at APi Group and has
a limited number of seats each year, so we jumped at the chance
to bring it to our home city and offer it to more of our people. The
success of this session will help us do the same for more of the
classes normally restricted to APi Group, and hopefully allow more
of you to participate! If you’d like more information about the class
itself, or are interested in participating, please contact Lucie at lucie.
stein-cartford@unitedpiping.us. Thank you to all who have already
expressed interest!

•

Josh Busse comes to us from the University of North Dakota,
where he is a junior in the Mechanical Engineering program. Josh
hails from Plymouth, Minnesota, and was the captain of his high
school trap shooting team. He also naturally abides by the UPI
dress code of lots of plaid paired with baseball caps. Josh started
in Duluth in January and is with us until he heads back to school in
August.

•

Christian McAdoo graduated from Northern Illinois University
with a degree in Energy and Environmental Engineering Technology
in May. He’s from DeKalb, Illinois, and was in a Jay Leno’s Garage
commercial alongside his high-mileage car team. Christian has been
working in our Morris, IL, office since January and is now on full
time through the summer.

•

Nicole Randt is a student at the University of Minnesota – Duluth,
where she is double-majoring in Mathematics and Statistics. She’s
applying her considerable brainpower to business analytics in our
Duluth office and shop this summer until she goes back to school
in the fall. Nicole is no stranger to construction after spending two
summers on the road with MNDOT.

•

Oliver Shimp is a Des Moines native studying Construction
Engineering at Iowa State University. As a coop, he will be with us
until December, based out of our Duluth office and spending a lot
of his time on the road. Oliver’s previous background in construction
includes working as an insulation tradesman in Iowa.

•

Vlad Pavlenko is a sophomore at Iowa State University, joining us
for the summer in our Morris, IL office. Vlad is studying Mechanical
Engineering, and is a hammer thrower for the ISU men’s track and
field team when he isn’t in class.

•

Bryce Purcell is a student in the Transportation and Logistics
program at the University of Wisconsin – Superior, and he is
spending his summer working with Justin Dittmar in our Duluth
office. Bryce hails from Waupun, Wisconsin and is excited to learn
more about ground transportation and pipelines this summer.

COMMUNITY
Shoot for Fun

Memorial Blood Centers Blood Drive

Tickets are $20 each and there are only 2,000
tickets sold! All proceeds go to the Shoot for Fun
Event supporting the Courage Kenny Rehabilitation Institute. Contact Ashley Stalvig at ashley.
stalvig@unitedpiping.us or Kathryn Cooley at kathryn.cooley@unitedpiping.us for more information.

June marked our second quarterly blood drive
of 2017. During this effort, 20 donors were
able to donate blood, and through their giving
we were able to reach up to 60 patients in
local hospitals. Thank you to all who participated.
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Ashley Stalvig Wins the Mike Gifford Award! By Lucie Stein-Cartford

Paul Grunau, Chief Learning Officer of APi Group; Russ Becker, President and CEO of
APi Group; Andy McCleery, President of Viking Automatic Sprinkler/VFP Fire Systems;
Ashley Stalvig e-LEM Manager at United Piping Inc.; Mike Gifford, Executive Vice
President of VFP Fire Systems; Lee R. Anderson, Sr., owner and chairman of APi Group

Many congratulations to our very own Ashley Stalvig, who won
the Mike Gifford Humanitarian Award this year! The award
recognizes one individual in all of APi Group (that’s one out of about
15,000 people!) who demonstrates “extraordinary generosity and
commitment to community service.” Many of you know Ashley as
the voice of UPI’s community service efforts, as she consistently
sends out, and leads, our efforts in fundraising and acts of service.
You may not know that the volume of work she does amounts to
a second full-time job! Over the last three years, Ashley has been
involved in 15 major fundraising and service campaigns on behalf
of UPI, and has supported 13 additional organizations from her
own pocket and in her own spare time. In addition to her duties
related to the e-LEM system and the Insight project, Ashley has
also authored the UPI Giving Statement, put together a procedure
to streamline and track donations of time and funds from UPI
employees, and found time to participate in and support several
initiatives this year. Her efforts directly contributed to UPI winning
the company prize for community service this year as well. She is a
true example of the kind of caring that UPI values so highly, and is
an inspiration to all of us. Congratulations, and keep up the great
work, Ashley!

UPI GIVING STATEMENT

YMCA Corporate Olympics
We sent 2 teams to the 2nd Annual YMCA
Corporate Olympics and for the second year in
a row UPI took home the trophy! The Olympic
style co-ed team competition is meant to
celebrate wellness in the workplace while
also serving as a fun team building day with
activities ranging from logrolling (yes, we did
this event!) to dodgeball, tug-of-war, jeopardy,
battle balls, and an obstacle course. UPI is a
force to be reckoned with in dodgeball… This
was a great event, we competed against 10
local businesses and all proceeds benefited the
YMCA’s Strong Community Campaign.

United Piping Inc. values caring.
This principle guides us toward our
legacy. We are committed to building a culture of social responsibility
and commitment that demonstrates
caring and strengthens our legacy
through:
• Investing in the local communities in which we work and live
• Providing more than financial
value through active participation
• Supporting and recognizing our
employees’ individual charitable efforts

The 2017 Arrowhead Youth Games
The games were awesome! Our team
had a blast volunteering during the activity
extravaganza, which is coordinated by Courage
Kenny Rehabilitation Institute – Northland
and intended to bring together elementary
and middle school youth with disabilities to
experience a wide variety of adapted sport
and recreational activities. Our team helped
to coordinate yard games, tennis, volleyball,
and bowling, and we played with them in each
event. It was truly inspiring to be a part of such
a fun day for the kids. And tiring! I’m not sure
who was more wiped out by the end of the day,
our team or the kids.

Steve Arnovich 14 Foundation
We recently supported Steve Arnovich 14
Foundation in honor of a lost friend. Steve
was a welder for Enbridge and was killed in
a fire a number of years ago.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT: We want to support communities where we work and live – bring your ideas and requests to Ashley
Stalvig at ashley.stalvig@unitedpiping.us or call 218-461-3615.
Vol. 5 Issue 3
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Submit Your Ideas
We want to hear from you about what
you would like to see us cover, highlight,
and feature in our upcoming issues.
Suggestions, ideas, stories, and photos
can be submitted to meerim.miland@
unitedpiping.us

UPI Employee Discounts

Stay Connected with UPI & Piping Hot News!
Piping Hot News is also an e-newsletter. To sign up go to: http://bit.ly/1zMLgE8 or you can text
UPINEWS to 22828.
To scan the codes below, download a QR Code Scanner on your smart phone or tablet. Then use
the app to scan the code with your camera. It will bring you to the website or program linked to
the scanned code. Check them all out!

FACEBOOK

LINKEDIN

UPI WEBSITE

eNEWSLETTER

MARINE GENERAL
With proof of employment (recent check
stub), receive a 30% discount on FR
Carhartt clothing and outerwear. Valid at
Duluth, MN store only.

BEAR SHOE WORKS
$10.00 discount off any pair of boots and
no charge small repairs on purchased
boots when using UNITED PIPING INC.
promo code. Valid in-store only at Superior, WI
location.

RED WING BOOTS
With proof of employment (recent check
stub), receive a 15% discount on Red Wing
brand boots, and a 10% discount on Irish
Setter boots. Valid at Duluth, MN store only.
STEEL-TOE-SHOES.COM
10% off order total at steel-toe-shoes.com.
Select your items to order and at checkout
enter code: DISCOUNT in the coupon box &
click redeem coupon. Or order by phone at
1-866-737-7775.
DAYS INN AT MILLER HILL MALL
Single or 2 Queen Room. Sun - Thurs: $59
(plus tax). Rate not available Fri - Sat. To
book, call Darren W. at 218-727-3110. Only
5 minutes from UPI.
PIER B RESORT
Business travel purposes. Sun - Thurs: $89
(plus tax). Rate not available Fri - Sat. To
book, call 218-481-8888 with promo code
UNTD. Valid at Duluth, MN location only.
COUNTRY INN & SUITES
Standard King or Double Queen Rooms.
Sun - Thurs: $99 (plus tax). 15% off Fri - Sat
rates. To book, call or go online and use
code: 139597. Valid at Duluth, MN location
only.
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